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1 Proof of Theorem 1

Proof. Let τi : Rq → R be a projection such that τi(v) = vi for v = (v1, . . . , vq) ∈ Rq. It is straightforward
to verify that τis are linear and continuous and v =

(
τ1(v), . . . , τq(v)

)
. Using this property, we can write

g =
(
τ1 ◦ g, . . . , τq ◦ g

)
with each τi ◦ g : C([0, 1])→ R being a continuous linear functional. We further denote

ci = τi ◦ g(f) and write vc = (c1, . . . , cq)
>. By Riesz representation theorem, for each i = 1, . . . , q, there exists

bi ∈ L2([0, 1]) such that τi ◦ g(f) = 〈f, bi〉 for every f ∈ C([0, 1]) and ‖τi ◦ g‖op = sup‖f‖=1 |〈f, bi〉| = ‖bi‖2.
Since ‖f‖2 ≤ 1, we can check that ‖vc‖2 ≤ K where K =

√
qmaxi ‖bi‖2.

Classical universal approximation results [Cybenko, 1989, Funahashi, 1989, Hornik, 1991, Stinchcombe, 1999]
imply that for any ε > 0, there exists a network with weights Θ∗ such that sup‖v‖2≤2K |nnΘ∗(v)−h(v)| < ε/2.
Since h is uniformly continuous on the compact set D = {v ∈ Rq | ‖v‖2 ≤ 2K}, there exists 0 < ρε < K such
that for any v1, v2 ∈ D, ‖v1 − v2‖2 < ρε implies |h(v1)− h(v2)| < ε/2.

On the other hand, it is well known that C([0, 1]) is dense in L2([0, 1]). For each i = 1, . . . , q, there exists
b̃i ∈ C([0, 1]) such that ‖b̃i − bi‖2 < ρε/(2

√
q). Classical universal approximation results imply that there

exists a set of networks, each of which has weights Θ∗i , such that supt∈[0,1] |nnΘ∗
i
(t) − b̃i(t)| < ρε/(2

√
q).

Denote c̃i = 〈nnΘ∗
i
, f〉 and write ṽc = (c̃1, . . . , c̃q)

>. Then, we have

|c̃i − ci| ≤ |〈nnΘ∗
i
− b̃i, f〉|+ |〈b̃i − bi, f〉| < ρε/

√
q

and thus ‖ṽc − vc‖2 < ρε.

Therefore, by linking these steps together, we have

sup
f∈C([0,1])
‖f‖2≤1

|T̂ ∗(f)− T (f)| ≤ sup
‖ṽc−vc‖2<ρε
vc,ṽc∈D

|nnΘ∗(ṽc)− h(vc)|

≤ sup
v∈D
|nnΘ∗(v)− h(v)|+ sup

‖v1−v2‖2<ρε
v1,v2∈D

|h(v1)− h(v2)|

< ε/2 + ε/2 = ε.

For the second part of the claim, first note that X is a continuous random process defined on a compact
interval. Its norm ‖X‖2 is a random variable on R and thus ‖X‖2 is stochastically bounded. In other
words, for any δ > 0, there exists a constant Mδ > 0 such that P(‖X‖2 ≤ Mδ) > 1 − δ. Then, it is easy
to verify that by using ‖X‖2 ≤ Mδ in replacement of ‖f‖2 ≤ 1 in the arguments above, we can obtain

supf∈C([0,1]),‖f‖2≤Mδ
|T̂ ?(f)− T (f)| < δ for a suitable T̂ ?.

2 Proof of Theorem 2

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the model T̂Θ has one basis node in its BL and
one hidden layer (with m nodes) in the subsequent network. Suppose that a numerical integration al-

gorithm with weights {ωj}J+1
j=1 and grid {tj}J+1

j=1 is used. Then, the model T̂Θ can be expressed as

T̂Θ(X) = σ
(∑m

l=1 θl1σ
(
θl2
∑J+1
j=1 ωjX(tj) · nnΘ̃(tj) + θl3

)
+ θ4

)
, where σ is a nonlinear Lipschitz activa-

tion function (e.g., sigmoid or ReLU), and Θ̃ denotes the parameters of the basis function network nnΘ̃. Note

that here Θ denotes the collection of Θ̃, θl1s, θl2s, θl3s, and θ4.

It is straightforward to verify that both T̂Θ and ∇ΘT̂Θ are bounded Lipschitz functions in Θ with bounded
Lipschitz constants due to the condition supt∈[0,1] |X(t)| ≤M1 and Assumption (i). We may also assume that
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the the loss function `(·, ·) is non-negative, since we can always shift the bounded loss function by a positive
constant so that its minimum value is non-negative. Using the condition |Y | ≤M2, Assumption (ii), chain
rule, and the fact that a composition of two Lipschitz functions is also a Lipschitz function, we conclude
that `

(
T̂Θ(X), Y

)
and ∇Θ`

(
T̂Θ(X), Y

)
are also Lipschitz in Θ with bounded Lipschitz constants. Therefore,

the second part of the theorem follows directly from Theorem 3.12 in Hardt et al. [2016] by checking its
conditions.

3 Experiment Details

Table 1 summarizes the number of bases used in each of the four simulation settings and each of the nine
tasks in the data experiments.

Table 1: Number of bases used for the four simulation settings and nine tasks on datasets. The error rate
of each method (already in the main paper) is also reported right below the method. The smallest error is
marked in bold.

Method Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 Task 6 Task 7 Task 8 Task 9

Raw data + NN 51 51 51 51 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 30 20
0.015 0.038 0.275 0.334 0.099 0.284 0.124 0.296 0.380 0.488 0.472 0.406 0.373

B-spline (4) + NN 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
0.050 0.984 0.971 0.369 - - - - - - - - -

B-spline (15) + NN 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15
0.013 0.019 0.206 0.251 0.094 0.306 0.137 0.326 0.335 0.477 0.429 0.413 0.387

FPCA0.9 + NN 2 3 4 20 5 5 10 11 1 1 1 4 3
0.917 0.023 0.134 0.855 - - - - - - - - -

FPCA0.99 + NN 4 19 20 28 17 17 24 24 5 4 2 12 7
0.003 0.036 0.239 0.667 0.119 0.339 0.143 0.306 0.363 0.493 0.431 0.429 0.378

AdaFNN 2 3 3 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
0.001 0.003 0.127 0.193 0.084 0.260 0.118 0.294 0.339 0.477 0.410 0.362 0.368

3.1 Model description

Preprocessing before training. For all tasks, the functional input is standardized entry-wise using
function StandardScaler in Python package sklearn.preprocessing. The response is also standardized
using the same function in all regression tasks.

Basis Layer in AdaFNN. As each basis node in the Basis Layer is implemented as a micro network, the
scale of its output can vary with the initialization of the micro network weights. To stabilize the numerical
integration at a basis node, we can normalize the output of the micro networks, i.e., scale the output of
each basis node such that its numerical integral is equal to 1. Another benefit of this normalization is that
we do not have to normalize the learned basis functions again when applying the orthogonality/sparsity
regularization.

B-spline scores. The B-spline scores used to represent functional inputs as a baseline method are computed
using the spline functions (e.g., smooth.spline) in R, and the coefficients are computed individually for each
curve.

FPCA scores. We use the function FPCA in the R package fdapace [Chen et al., 2019] to compute functional
principal component scores. Principal components are estimated and selected based on the training dataset
first and then used to compute the principal component scores of curves in the test dataset.

3.2 Data description

Simulated Datasets: Simulation datasets are generated based on the following model

X(t) =

50∑
k=1

ckφk(t), t ∈ [0, 1],
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where terms on the right hand are defined as:

1. φ1(t) = 1 and φk(t) =
√

2 cos((k − 1)πt), k = 2, . . . , 50;

2. ck = zkrk, and rk are i.i.d. uniform random variables on [−
√

3,
√

3].

Four simulation cases correspond to different configurations of zks:

1. In Case 1, z1 = 20, z2 = z3 = 5, and zk = 1 for k ≥ 4. The response is y = (〈φ3, X〉)2;

2. In Case 2, z1 = z3 = 5, z5 = z10 = 3, and zk = 1 for other k. The response is y = (〈φ5, X〉)2.

3. Case 3 has the same configurations as Case 2. The observed response is

ỹ = y + ε = (〈φ5, X〉)2 + ε, ε ∼ N(0, 3/10).

For each time point tj , the observed X(tj) is

X̃(tj) = X(tj) + ηj , ηj
i.i.d.∼ N(0, 114/10).

4. In Case 4, zk = 1 for all k. The response is y = 〈β2, X〉+ (〈β1, X〉)2, where

β1(t) = (4− 16t) · 1{0 ≤ t ≤ 1/4}

and
β2(t) = (4− 16|1/2− t|) · 1{1/4 ≤ t ≤ 3/4}.

The observed response is
ỹ = y + ε, ε ∼ N(0, 1/10).

For each time point tj , the observed X(tj) is

X̃(tj) = X(tj) + ηj , ηj
i.i.d.∼ N(0, 5).

5. Case 5 has the same setup as Case 4, but with double the noise variance in Y .

In each case, 4000 curves are generated, among which 3200 are used for training while the rest 800 are left
for testing. During training, 20% of the training data, i.e., 640 curves, are held out as a validation set.

Case 1 is designed to illustrate the weakness of the FPCA+NN approach, where the first two principle
components explain at least 90% of the variability of the functional input X and are selected, but the true
signal φ3, which explains a very small fraction of the variability of X, is in the later principal components.

Case 2 is designed to illustrate the weakness of the B-spline+NN approach; here the true signal φ5 in the
functional covariate cannot be well represented by a small set of, e.g., four, B-splines.

Case 3 is designed to illustrate that AdaFNN is able to learn meaning basis functions and does better than
other baseline methods in the appearance of both measurement error and noise.

Case 4 is designed to illustrate that AdaFNN can be used to select relevant domains and achieve smaller
prediction error.

Case 5 is designed to illustrate the effectiveness of the regularizers.

Real Datasets:

Electricity Data [UK Power Networks, 2015]. The study contains electricity consumption readings
for 5567 London households which participated in the Low Carbon London project from November 2011 to
February 2014. Every half hour, there is a recording of the total electricity usage during the past half hour, so
the total number of daily observations is 48. The observation periods vary among households. So, we select
a period of 5 weeks in which the number of households in the project is the highest. This results in 5503
households. Since daily consumption is noisy, we take the average daily consumption during the first week
period (to produce a smoother curve) as our functional covariate X(t) for all prediction tasks. The training
and test split is 4 : 1, and 20% of the training data are held out for validation during the training process.
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NHANES Data [NCHS, CDC 2020]. The study contains wearable device readings of physical intensity
of 7742 subjects during a one week period. According to the data documentation, the device was the
ActiGraph AM-7164 (formerly the CSA/MTI AM-7164), manufactured by ActiGraph located in Ft. Walton
Beach, FL. It is programmed to detect and record the magnitude of acceleration or “intensity” of movement.
The original intensity readings were summed over 1-minute epoch. To construct the functional input, we
further aggregate the readings over 30 minute intervals, and this results in 48 observations per day. We take
the average daily intensity curve for the whole week as the functional input X(t). The prediction tasks here
is to classify the health conditions of individual subjects using their physical intensity curve X(t). Since not
everyone reported their health conditions and there are invalid and incomplete information in some subjects,
we ended up with 6555 subjects for Task 5, 2416 for Task 6, and 2412 for Task 7. The training and test split
is taken to be 4 : 1, and 20% of training data are held out for validation during the training process.

Mexfly [Carey et al., 2005] and Medfly[Chiou et al., 2003]. These two datasets are very similar,
so we describe them together. The Mexfly data contain 1072 subjects and the Medfly data consist of 1000
subjects. For both data, the number of eggs laid daily was recorded for individual flies in the study until
death. It is of biological interest to explore how early reproduction shapes lifetime reproduction, defined as
the total number of eggs laid in a lifetime, which is perhaps the single most important biological question
from the evolution point of view. We thus aim to predict the lifetime reproduction of a fly using its early
reproduction trajectory X(t), which is the number of eggs laid daily from birth till a specified day M shortly
before peak reproduction period. This day M is 20 for the Medflies and 30 for the Mexflies. Next, we remove
flies that died before day M and the resulted sample size is 872 for Mexflies (Task 8) and 870 for Medflies
(Task 9). The training and testing split 4 : 1 is the same as before.
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